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THE WESTIN ST. FRANCIS PARKING GARAGE RATES 
(280 SPACES – pricing is exclusive of tax)) 

   0 - 1 Hours     $12.00 
   1 - 2 Hours     $18.00 
   2 - 3 Hours     $24.00 
   3 - 4 Hours     $30.00 
   4 - 5 Hours     $39.00 
   Over 5 Hours     $53.00 
   Overnight Parking    $53.00    

Unlimited In/Out Privileges (Hotel Guests Only) 
$60.00 for oversized cars, SUV’s/Trucks      

 
PUBLIC PARKING GARAGES 

GARAGE PHONE 24 HOUR RATE 
Mason/O’Farrell Garage (1,200 SPACES) 
(Two Blocks from Hotel) 

415/673-6757 $32.00 
$33.00 

 in/out privileges for hotel guests 
only 

Union Square Garage (1,100 SPACES) 
Union Square (across from Hotel) 

415/397-0631 $34.00 

Sutter/Stockton Garage (2,000 SPACES) 
331 Sutter Street (3 blocks from Hotel) 

415/982-8371 $34.00 

Ellis/O’Farrell Garage (1,025 SPACES) 
123 O’Farrell (3 blocks from Hotel) 

415/986-4800 $32.00 

Yerba Buena Garage (2,500 SPACES) 
5th & Mission (6 Blocks from Hotel) 

415/982-8522 $32.00 
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8:00 a.m. - 9:00 a.m. Registration
 Italian Room

 Continental Breakfast
 Colonial Ballroom 

9:00 a.m. - 10:30 a.m. General Session
 Grand Ballroom

 Welcome and Announcements
 James McManus
 Executive Director, California Association of Independent Schools 
 
 Introduction
 Eric Feron Niles
 Vice Chair of the Secondary Board of Standards, CAIS,
 and Head of School, The Athenian School

 Keynote Address
    Michael Pollan
    Author
    “Out of the Garden and onto the Plate: A Writer’s Education ”

10:45 a.m. - 12:00 p.m. Workshop Session One
 
12:15 p.m. - 1:15 p.m. Lunch
 Grand Ballroom

1:30 p.m. - 3:00 p.m. Workshop Session Two
 
3:15 p.m. - 4:30 p.m. Workshop Session Three
 
4:30 p.m. - 6:00 p.m. Reception
 Grand Ballroom
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8:30 a.m. - 9:30 a.m. Breakfast
 Italian Room

9:30 a.m. - 11:00 a.m. General Session
 Grand Ballroom

 Introduction
 Wanda Holland Greene
 Board Member, NAIS, and Head of School, The Hamlin School 
 
 Keynote Address
 John E. Chubb
 President, National Association of Independent Schools
 “Independent Schools: A Growth Industry”
	



The Design of the Partnership
Judith Glickman, Partner, Educators’ Collaborative, LLC
California West
This workshop is especially designed for new trustees. The focus will be on clarifying the roles and responsi-
bilities of the individual trustee and on clarifying the roles and responsibilities of the full Board in partner-
ship with the Head of School, in accordance with best governance practices. Case studies will be used to 
illustrate frequently occurring issues and dilemmas facing leaders in independent schools today, and there 
will be ample time for questions and discussion.
  

Q & A with Michael Pollan
Michael Pollan, Author
Georgian
This session will provide participants with the opportunity to pose follow-up questions and to carry on a 
conversation with the keynote speaker.

Mission Skills Assessment: One Approach to Assessing 
Non-cognitive Skills.
Lucinda Lee Katz, Head of School, and Matt Levinson, Upper School Division Head, Marin Country 
Day School
Elizabethan A
Independent school mission statements frequently identify non-cognitive attributes or skills that are deemed 
to be essential in the education of today’s young people, but traditional approaches to assessment -- such as 
the ERBs and SATs -- have focused almost exclusively on cognitive attainment.  This workshop will explore 
a newly developed tool, the Mission Skills Assessment (MSA), which attempts to assess six critical non-
cognitive areas: teamwork, creativity, ethics, resilience, curiosity, and time management. This assessment 
was developed by the Independent School Data Exchange (INDEX) and the Educational Testing Service 
(ETS), and it is being used by a growing number of CAIS schools. This session will draw upon the experi-
ence of Marin Country Day School’s use of three years of MSA data to assess progress on implementing 
educational initiatives in its strategic plan, which include emphases on innovation, creativity, mindfulness, 
and cultural competency. 
   

What is Your School’s Message?
Jennie Winton, Founding Partner, Mission Minded, and Joel Weiss, Head of School, Crane Country 
Day School
Colonial Ballroom
Quick! Describe your school in just a few sentences. Can you clearly, simply, and quickly articulate the value 
of your school to someone who knows nothing about it? Do your community members describe the impact 
of your work through shared concepts and language? Does this language truly describe what is unique about 
your school’s approach? The ability to communicate clearly and confidently about our schools is more impor-
tant than ever. This session will feature strategies for helping institutions to think strategically about their 
reputations, to write and design the communication tools that help them attract prospective families, and 
to re-inspire loyalty and support among current and alumni families. Using examples from other schools, 
including work recently conducted with Crane Country Day School in Santa Barbara, this presentation will 
explore how the Minute Message Model can transform the way a school thinks about itself and communi-
cates its values more effectively. The Minute Message Model helps school leaders reorganize and prioritize 
their messages in order to roll them out in a clear and cohesive way. Note that this workshop begins with an 
overview that defines the concept of “brand” and the value of having a strong brand as the groundwork for 
powerful messages.

S e s s i o n  O n e 10:45 a.m. - 12:00 p.m.



Pioneers and Trailblazers: The Experience of Female Heads of School
Tekakwitha Pernambuco-Wise, Head of School, Sea Crest School
Elizabethan B
The vast majority of teachers and others on the traditional track to headship in NAIS independent schools 
are women; yet, startlingly barely 30% of them attain the position. Using the metaphor of Navigating a 
Labyrinth, this session will focus on the findings of a doctoral study on how women attained headship 
and what sustained them in the position. Data were gathered from 31 subjects with results indicating that 
women encountered four major barriers -- unspoken biases, risky candidate, lifestyle versus job, and being 
lonely -- and six supports -- foundation, skills, support, opportunity, voice and changing times, and changing 
position. The material presented during this workshop will be especially pertinent to Boards of Trustees, 
Heads of Schools, and those who influence the search and hiring processes for the senior-most executive 
position in independent schools.

Enterprise Risk Management for Independent Schools -- A Best 
Practices Approach
Ronald Wanglin, Chairman, Bolton & Company, and Denise Gutches, Principal, DKG Consulting
California East
Independent schools are faced with a broad variety of complex risks within their institutions from both in-
ternal and external sources. Challenges presented by the economy, the school’s financial model, and critical 
insurance and risk management issues can have significant impacts on long-term sustainability. Compliance 
requirements including GHS (Globally Harmonized System) and Cyber Liability present unique challenges, 
and managing domestic and international travel exposures have taken on increased significance. This session 
will provide a best practices approach for addressing these and other key areas from both an operational 
and a fiduciary perspective.

Schools Going Green: California’s Pioneering Role
Paul Chapman, Inverness Associates; Katherine Dinh, Head of School, Prospect Sierra School; 
Diane Rosenberg, Head of School, The Nueva School; Mark Salkind, Head of School, The Urban School of 
San Francisco; and Cecily Stock, Head of School, San Domenico School
Elizabethan C & D
California’s independent schools are leading the way in the movement to grow greener, more environmentally 
sustainable schools. This workshop will showcase the efforts of several CAIS members that have achieved 
systemic changes at their schools. A panel of school heads from four schools will describe their journey to 
becoming greener, more environmentally sustainable. Green schools incorporate five key elements: they 
use resources efficiently, develop healthy operations, provide a curriculum that nurtures environmental 
literacy, offer nutritious food, and engage student leaders in the process. Participants in this workshop will 
gain a comprehensive understanding of the importance of green schools, as well as specific examples of 
successful change.  

Overlapping Employment Documents -- Best Practices and Worst 
Case Scenarios
Donna Williamson, Partner, and Grace Chan, Attorney, Liebert Cassidy Whitmore
Olympic
Schools typically have employee contracts, employee handbooks, additional policies, and unique practices 
related to the employment relationship. These documents, and the school’s culture, should work in unison. 
However, most schools revise their employment documents independently of one another without ensuring 
that related provisions remain in harmony. Altering the culture of a school to be compatible with the various 
documents is even more challenging. This session will address how the big picture of employment, and the 
individual provisions buried in documentation, should be aligned to ensure that schools are simultaneously 
following best practices and eliminating the potential of facing worst case scenarios. (MCLE credits will be 
available to attorneys attending this workshop.)



What Heads and Trustees Need to Know About Affordability
Mark J. Mitchell, Vice President, School and Student Services (SSS By NAIS), National Association of 
Independent Schools
Colonial Ballroom
NAIS data shows that financial aid budgets and applications are growing at rates that some schools fear may be un-
sustainable. Heads and trustees are increasingly grappling with answering the kinds of questions that the trends and 
realities are bringing to bear at the leadership level: How should the tuition pricing strategy be informed by financial 
aid demand and external demographic shifts? How should we decide whether merit aid is a viable or effective option 
to meet enrollment goals? Does the overall financial and enrollment picture of our school suggest we need a more flex-
ible, net-tuition-revenue approach to our financial aid budget limitations? What is the Board’s role in fundraising for 
scholarships or grants? Learn and share what data and processes can be used to tackle the most important strategic 
issues needing critical focus to best manage this aspect of enrollment management. 

Good-Bye Mr Chips: The Changing Landscape of the Headship
Lucinda Lee Katz, Head of School, Marin Country Day School, and Debbie Freed, Organization 
Development Consultant
California West
The role of the Head has significantly changed in the last 10 years. The age of Head as educational leader has shifted, 
and Mr. Chips has given way to Head as CEO, per Jim Collins and Sheryl Sandberg. However, school cultures are still 
populated by faculties and staffs who prefer their leader to be an educational visionary and presence, not devoted to 
financial, strategic and legal matters as the bottom line. Those days are gone, and heads today are asked to spend more 
time on external matters than the internal workings of most school days. In this workshop, the presenters will share 
their experience, wisdom, and observations regarding “the state of the headship” today. They will share best practices 
in terms of meeting the needs of the multiple constituencies and stakeholders in every school culture, as well as the 
imperative to authentically delegate and be excellent managers, as they partner with the Boards of today and tomor-
row. This session will also emphasize the need for Boards to select more people of color and women for the headship, 
and discuss why this matters. This workshop will offer strategies to shift leadership paradigms and deepen the cultural 
landscape of schools to meet the needs of a diverse and complex world.

Creating New Visions for Our Schools
Joel Pelcyger, Head of School, PS1 Pluralistic School, and Grant Lichtman, Senior Fellow, The Martin Institute for 
Teaching Excellence
California East
The rate of change in the world demands that schools re-imagine and restructure the foundational learning relation-
ship between students, teachers, and knowledge. Free from the restrictions of state and federal education policy, 
independent schools are in a unique position to provide new models for education in the design of schools for the 
future. Independent schools must define a clear value-based vision, align resources to systems that directly support 
that vision, and clearly communicate differentiated value to an increasingly selective consumer base. Regardless of the 
current size or challenges facing a school, strategic thinking must be based on creating options for the future, not on 
legacy assumptions of the past. Answers to the following question will be explored: “How are we preparing all students 
at all levels for the changing world?”

Teachers Teaching Teachers: Creating a Sustainable In-House Professional 
Development Program
Lisa Rosenstein, Head of School, Amy Dugre, Director of Technology, and Jo Ben Whittenburg, Lower School Teacher, 
The Willows Community School
Elizabethan A
Engaging and meaningful professional development (PD) is essential in maintaining a strong faculty and a vibrant, 
cohesive school culture. Given the limitations of budget and faculty free time, one solution is to generate a robust and 
cost-effective in-house PD program that fosters faculty collaboration, mentoring, and creative, research-driven curricu-
lum development. This session will explore a PD model developed by The Willows Community School that has moved 
beyond the typical “collegial sharing” that happens after a few faculty members attend a conference. This workshop 
will explain how teachers design and implement workshops for each other where they share information, resources, 
and strategies in a hands-on setting. It will illustrate how the model can be successful in a range of endeavors, such 
as tutorials on integrating new technology in the classroom, workshops on how to implement new curricula in math, 
language arts, science, and social studies, and programs to support community outreach and engagement.

S e s s i o n  T w o 1:30 p.m. - 3:00 p.m. 



Developing a Successful Project Entitlements Team and Strategy
Dwight Long, Principal and AIA, and Kami Kinkaid, Senior Project Manager, AIA, LEED AP, Pfau Long Architecture; 
Mark Salkind, Head of School, The Urban School of San Francisco; Jaime Rossi, Partner, Barbary Coast Consulting; 
and Harry O’Brien, Partner, Coblentz, Patch, Duffy & Bass LLP
Elizabethan B
Long before you can realize your school’s dream for a new facility you will need to successfully negotiate the complex 
entitlements process, which entails obtaining the approval of public agencies and outreach to community groups 
-- individual neighbors, neighborhood associations, and the occasional anti-development/anti-school activist. This 
session will bring together experts from the fields related to the main components of the project entitlements process: 
a land-use attorney, a community outreach consultant, an architect, and a school leader. The session will focus both on 
describing the specific professional expertise needed in creating an approvals team and the method of implementing a 
successful strategy to achieve approvals for your school project. The topics that will be covered in this session include 
the following: The CEQA (California Environmental Quality Act) process and appeals, common local planning en-
titlement requirements, common planning and zoning constraints, the design review process, neighbor relations and 
outreach, the role of the school in the approvals process, and planning department relations trends in entitlements.

Annual Legal Update for California Independent Schools
Michael Blacher, Partner, and Donna Williamson, Partner, Liebert Cassidy Whitmore
Elizabethan C & D
It’s that time of year: come see what the legislature and the courts have done this time around. This workshop will 
provide a review and analysis of the most significant legal developments from around the country. It will focus on the 
statutes and cases of greatest impact for California independent schools. This session will also explore how Heads of 
School and Board members can be proactive and protect their schools from potential liability. Come prepared to ask 
questions and share experiences. (MCLE credits will be available to attorneys attending this workshop.)

Reverse Musical Chairs -- How Demographic Shifts are Affecting 
Enrollment
Chad Tew, Principal Consultant, Tew & Associates
Georgian
California independent schools are increasingly caught in a game of musical chairs played in reverse. Each new 
school year, there are fewer children that are filling the existing number of student desks. Missing such a shift in 
a school’s market could negatively impact budgets, revenue projections, and enrollment plans. Using a California 
K-12 independent school as a case study, this presentation will examine startling demographic trends and explore 
how Heads and trustees can proactively address those trends to promote financial sustainability during fluctuating 
demand. Learn how one school employed a tuition sustainability task force that used data to construct a more de-
tailed, multilayered vision of its competitive environment, to understand the differing value-proposition elements 
at various entry grades. This session will also walk through the development of a competitive-pricing model and 
show how the task force used primary demographic research to arrive at outreach, enrollment-strategy, and tuition-
pricing decisions.

Technology: Strategic IT Planning, Risk Assessment, and Asset Protection
Denise Gutches, Strategic Planning & Business Management Consultant, DKG Consulting, Inc.; Robert Green, Part-
ner, Singer Lewak Business Risk & Technology Services, Singer Lewak; and James Busby, Head of School, The 
Buckley School
Olympic
In today’s environment, with tech budgets continually expanding, a school’s investment in technology seems to be 
unending. A school’s ability to effectively plan, protect, and support technology is essential given the multiplicity of 
the IT matters it faces: supporting and enhancing curriculum; SMART technology; 1-to-1 laptop and iPad programs; 
software upgrades and licensing; websites; servers, cloud computing and storage; bandwidth-fiber, cable, wireless, 
and additional issues. How does a school ensure that these valuable tools and assets are effectively utilized, protected, 
and enhanced? This session will review the risks a school may be facing and provide a means to assess and perform 
a diagnostic review of the following areas: information security and information management practices (e.g., data 
storage, availability, accuracy, completeness, etc.); disaster preparedness; IT policies, practices and internal controls; 
network architecture design and effectiveness; software work flows and use of information; IT staff capabilities -- 
sourcing inside and outside the school; employee/staff behavior risks; and strategic IT planning. 



S e s s i o n T h r e e 3:15 p.m. - 4:30 p.m.

Effective Strategies for the Head Transition
Taylor Stockdale, Head of Schools, Susan Nelson, Head Emerita, and Paul Reitler, Chairman of the Board, 
The Webb Schools
Colonial Ballroom
Demographics predict that a record number of Heads will be retiring in the next 5-10 years. Managing this critical 
transition (whether it be with an internal or external candidate) requires a great deal of strategic thinking and plan-
ning. This workshop will draw upon the recent experience of The Webb Schools as they attempted to implement a 
seamless leadership transition, factoring in a strategic plan, a capital campaign, and the leadership of the Board. The 
many issues that emerged in this process will be shared in this session. Attendees will be invited to participate in 
a discussion of the many factors, considerations, and potential pitfalls involved in this most important hand-off in 
school leadership.

What Independent Schools Need to Know About the Affordable Care Act
Heather DeBlanc, Attorney, Liebert Cassidy Whitmore
Elizabethan B
The Affordable Care Act imposes new obligations on independent schools. This presentation will provide an overview 
of the procedural and substantive responsibilities placed on independent schools by the Affordable Care Act. It will 
cover documentation that must be provided to all employees, reporting requirements, and new anti-retaliation provi-
sions that apply to every school, whatever its size. The workshop will also explain in detail the potential penalties that 
schools with over 50 full-time employees will be exposed to starting in 2015. The presentation is designed to inform 
Heads of School and Board members about the main provisions of the new law and to allow for a thoughtful discus-
sion of options going forward. (MCLE credits will be available to attorneys attending this workshop.) 

Seismic Safety for Independent Schools: Understanding the Risks, and 
Acting to Reduce Them
Kevin Hart, Architect, Member of Mayor’s Working Group, and Former Trustee of Lick-Wilmerding High School; 
Laura Samant, Chair, Mayor’s Working Group on Seismic Safety in Private Schools; Jaime Dominguez, Head of 
School, Stuart Hall School for Boys; Kenneth Moy, Legal Counsel, Association of Bay Area Governments; and Bill 
Bondy, Architect
Olympic
Seismically, independent school buildings and campuses are not regulated the same ways as those of public schools, and 
in some cases independent school buildings were not initially designed to the same standards as public school buildings.  
Because of these differences, some of our buildings may not perform as well as their public counterparts.  In addition, 
governance structures and resource constraints might increase the liability and vulnerability of an independent school 
in the event of a powerful earthquake.

San Francisco’s Mayor Edwin Lee convened a formal working group to investigate earthquake vulnerability, and this 
workshop will share the working group’s findings, including: 1. the state regulations that apply to seismic safety of inde-
pendent school buildings and campuses; 2. the unique liabilities of independent school administrations, trustees, and 
owners; 3. the working group’s recommendations for the City of San Francisco, and their relevance across California; 4. 
prudent actions for all California independent school Boards and administrators to consider. 

The presentation will use the recent experiences of two CAIS schools as case studies of ways that schools throughout 
the state can improve their seismic safety.

The New Accreditation Process
Jim McManus, Executive Director, and Mary Fauvre, Director of Accreditation, CAIS; Jim Astman, Headmaster, Oakwood 
School; and Damon Kerby, CAIS/WASC Representative.
Elizabethan A
CAIS has spent four years completely revamping its accreditation process, and 13 member schools are piloting a new 
accreditation manual for the Association this year. The new approach is both more streamlined and more probing, with 
a heightened emphasis on analysis, intelligent use of data, and identification of the dynamics that drive school change. 
This session will focus upon the major changes in the accreditation process, the new Independent School Dashboard 
that all schools are to begin using in 2013-14, the extensive assessment resources that CAIS has catalogued, and the new 
accreditation standards that relate to trustees and their vital work in leading and strengthening their schools.



Reciprocal Partnerships: A 21st Century Means to Supporting School-wide 
Community Building and Creating a Platform for Inclusion at All Levels.
Jennifer Getz, Director of Global and Special Programs, Joseph Harvey, Head of School, and Dana Oliver, Trustee, 
Saint Mark’s School
California West
Based upon existing local and global partnerships developed at Saint Mark’s School, this presentation will explore the 
propositions that many of the skills and competencies essential for the formation of a diverse, inclusive school commu-
nity, as well as for the nurturing of effective global citizens, can be taught most effectively using the partnership model. 
These competencies include engaging effectively with each other and with the world around us, creating long-term, 
reciprocal human connections, and navigating and embracing change. Building truly reciprocal partnerships requires 
both bottom-up connections nurtured by individual teachers and top-down organization, administrative support, and 
commitment by the Head of School and Board. This presentation will focus on how heads and trustees may jump-start 
and provide ongoing support for partnerships, and how partnerships can be incorporated into and transform all ele-
ments of a school’s curricular program.  

Triple Bottom Line: How Green Schools Save Money, Promote Health, and 
Improve Achievement.
Paul Chapman, Executive Director, Inverness Associates
Georgian
Why should schools develop a culture of environmental sustainability? With increasing environmental challenges in 
recent years, the “triple bottom line” applied to schools can help to save money, promote health, and improve achieve-
ment. This workshop, presented by a former CAIS Head of School, will describe the features of green, sustainable schools 
and how to develop them. This presentation will report the results of a recent, comprehensive national survey of green 
practices in independent schools, highlighting California’s experience. Case studies from the presenter’s two books, 
Greening America’s Schools 1.0 and 2.0 (NAIS, February 2012, 2013), will illustrate best practices from independent schools 
across the country and the vital leadership role that Heads and Boards play in the process of going green.

Health and Wellness Planning and Design of Facilities
Denise Gutches, Strategic Planning & Business Management Consultant, DKG Consulting, Inc.; Nick Hernandez, 
Director of Finance and Operations, Marlborough School; Wendy Rogers, Design Principal, LPA, Inc.; and Arash Izadi, 
Project Director/Landscape Architect, LPA, Inc.
California East
Physical education and athletics are an integral part of school programming -- numerous studies demonstrate a direct 
correlation between physical activity and academic achievement. Combined, these programs and the facilities needed 
to support them, represent many of the following facets: health, wellness, fitness, training, skill-building, recreation, 
and sports. These activities are the means or tools that schools use to help students achieve their optimum development 
as persons. The cost to plan and design facilities that serve and support these purposes is also complex. This session 
will focus on the following three key areas: 1) healthy budget -- planning with the fiduciary health of a school in mind 
through understanding the true cost of ownership, including maintenance and staffing costs, future replacement costs, 
return on investment, creating a competitive advantage, and revenue generation; 2) healthy programming -- academic, 
social and fitness: using research, benchmarking, trends, analyzing existing facilities and other sites to design facilities 
for optimal use and student outcomes; and 3) facility health -- creating a sustainable design using healthy resources: 
materials, environments, maintenance and alternative funding sources.

Exploring the Future of Assessment
Louise Saladino, Regional Director, and David Clune, President/CEO, ERB Educational Records Bureau
Elizabethan C & D
This session will explore the following questions that independent schools are asking relative to the future of assessment. 
Are we ready for profound changes in assessment in a world in which anyone can learn anytime from anywhere and anyone? 
How will learners assess what content is valid and reliable? Can 1:1 teaching experiences be replicated for thousands via 
technology? How will feedback from assessments be personalized, especially in a global class of thousands? This session 
will attempt to answer these questions and to explore what they mean for the future of assessment in both admissions 
and achievement. Combining new approaches -- such as gaming and cloud technology -- with traditional assessment 
methods, as well as exploring new efforts to assess both cognitive and non-cognitive skills, will also be investigated in 
this workshop.



S u n d a y , J a n u a r y  2 6

8:30 a.m. 

9:30 a.m. - 

11:00 a.m.	

Breakfast Buffet
Grand Ballroom

“Independent Schools: A Growth Industry”
John E. Chubb
President, National Association of Independent Schools
Grand Ballroom

With the slow recovery of family incomes from the great recession, increas-
ing competition from charter schools, and the proliferation of online educa-
tion options that are already disrupting higher education, it is commonplace 
to wonder -- no, to worry -- about the future of independent schools. Yet, 
there are just as many reasons - more, Chubb argues -- to consider indepen-
dent schools a growth industry. Drawing on academic, economic, political, 
demographic, and technological data and developments, as well as his own 
diverse experiences, Chubb will suggest why independent schooling should 
become a bigger part of U.S. education and lead a discussion on how NAIS 
and our schools collectively can seize this opportunity.
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